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The EU27 Bulletin provides an update on institutional proposals, major policy speeches by EU leaders and 
decisions adopted by the EU institutions on a fortnightly basis. Each bulletin has a tripartite structure focusing 
on developments in the European Commission, the European Parliament and the Council respectively. It 
also includes a commentary on the response by the EU institutions to COVID-19 and looks ahead to what 
developments might emerge over the coming weeks.

Developments in the European Commission 
All eyes on 27 May 

The President of the European Commission, Ursula von der Leyen, has offered insights into the Commission’s plans for a 
significant recovery package ahead of its formal publication on 27 May 2020. The package would have two central elements, 
the first being the EU’s next long-term budget, or Multiannual Financial Framework (MFF), for the period 2021-27. The 
MFF would be “topped up” by a second element, a new recovery instrument, funded through a larger headroom, which 
would increase the amount of money that the Commission is able to borrow on international markets. Funds would then 
be channelled back to the Member States through EU programmes. Whereas previously the President had suggested that 
the recovery package would be centred exclusively on the MFF, this package would entail a new instrument in addition to 
the MFF.  

The recovery instrument, which is envisaged as a short-term measure, would be frontloaded on the first few years of 
recovery. On the important question of whether the instrument would be based on loans or grants, the Commission 
President said that it would include some form of grants, in addition to new forms of own resources. The recovery 
instrument would be closely linked to the European Semester and some form of budgetary conditionality is also envisaged 
to ensure respect for the rule of law.

The President made clear that funding this two-part recovery package will result in increased debt. To make this 
worthwhile, she argued that the EU must “use this opportunity to build a modern, clean and healthy economy, which 
secures the livelihoods of the next generation.” The recovery instrument would focus spending on three priority areas, 
keeping in mind the Commission’s new triple objective of promoting the green and digital transitions, and strengthening 
Europe’s resilience. These are:

1. Recovery and repair: The majority of funds would be spent on repairing economies and societies damaged as a 
result of the pandemic. The Commission will propose the creation of a new Recovery and Resilience tool, which 
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will fund public investment and reforms in line with the Commission’s ambition to create a greener, more digital 
and more resilient Europe. All Member States will be eligible for funding, but the priority will be on the hardest hit 
Member States. In addition to mobilising cohesion policy funds immediately to tackle the crisis, the Commission 
will propose a further “cohesion top-up”.

2. Boosting investment in strategic areas: The second element will be more forward-looking and will focus on 
boosting private investment in strategic sectors such as 5G, AI, clean hydrogen and offshore renewable energy. 
The purpose of this investment would be to strengthen Europe’s resilience and self-sufficiency. A new Strategic 
Investment Facility would channel investment into key value chains such as the pharmaceutical sector, while a 
new Solvency Instrument would help companies to meet their financial obligations.

3. Addressing shortcomings in early COVID response: The final element is designed to address the shortcomings in 
the EU’s response to COVID-19 and to continue funding for programmes that have been effective such as  RescEU 
and Horizon Europe. The creation of a new Health Programme is also foreseen, as is the strengthening of the EU’s 
development and cooperation instruments and pre-accession assistance.

President von der Leyen dismissed concerns that the European Parliament would be side-lined in the design of any 
recovery package, stating that the Parliament would have its say on the final package, in the same way as the MFF.

There is still uncertainty around the size of the Commission’s proposed recovery package. Executive Vice-President Valdis 
Dombrovskis indicated that the Commission’s plan would entail a figure in excess of €1 trillion, through a combination 
of loans and grants. On 18 May 2020, France and Germany put forward a proposal for a €500 billion recovery fund (see 
below for further details). It is unclear how much this will feed into the Commission’s proposal of 27 May 2020. 

Transport, tourism and State aid the focus of latest COVID-19 measures

As Member States begin to roll back restrictions across the continent, albeit at different speeds, the Commission has 
published additional and wide-ranging measures to coordinate the EU’s response to the ongoing effects of COVID-19. 
These include: 

• A package of measures on transport and tourism. These aim to provide direction for Member States on restoring the 
freedom of movement and lifting internal border controls, restoring transport services and re-opening the tourism 
sector. These measures come as a growing number of Southern European Member States, such as Italy, Malta, 
Greece and Croatia, urge the re-opening of the European tourist sector in advance of the summer holidays. The 
Commission’s guidance does not go so far as to recommend the immediate and generalised lifting of containment 
measures, but it does encourage the lifting of border restrictions in a staged manner between all Member States 
with similar epidemiological conditions in a non-discriminatory manner.

• In recognition of the importance of the tourism sector for the European economy, the Commision also set out a 
range of measures designed to “reboot the tourism eco-system” and make it more sustainable in the long-term. 
The Commission will convene a conference with a variety of stakeholders as soon as the situation allows, this will 
feed into the publication of a ‘European Agenda for Tourism 2050’.

• In addition to the above, the Commission published guidelines to ensure interoperability between mobile 
tracing apps across the EU, as people begin to move around the continent. This will complement the recently 
published toolbox on common standards for contact tracing applications. The guidelines aim to ensure that these 
applications, designed at Member State level, will also function in other parts of the EU.

https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/qanda_20_870
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• A further amendment was also made to the temporary State aid framework to allow Member States to provide 
recapitalisations and subordinated debt to affected companies. The new measures contain safeguards to protect 
the level playing field in terms of competition in the Single Market. This comes as Executive Vice-President 
Margrethe Vestager, who is responsible for the competition policy portfolio, expressed concerns about the 
significant differences in State aid being granted by Member States. Germany accounts for half of State aid 
approvals under the temporary framework, which she noted could have implications for fair competition. The EU’s 
temporary framework has come under criticism in recent weeks for failing to attach climate-related conditions to 
State aid approvals at EU level, despite the EU’s commitment to ensuring a green recovery.

Commission issues Country Specific Recommendations to all Member States 

On 20 May 2020, the Commission published its Country Specific Recommendations for all Member States as part of 
a reoriented Spring Package of the European Semester. The European Semester is designed to coordinate economic 
policies across the EU and ensure fiscal discipline is observed by all Member States. Every year, the Commission produces 
Country Specific Recommendations for each of the 27 Member States. This latest package of recommendations has been 
tailored to help Member States navigate the socio-economic challenges posed by COVID-19. It will be closely linked to 
how Member States use funds as part of any recovery package. 

The recommendations issued to Member States cover two interlinked objectives. The first is mitigating the damaging 
effects of the coronavirus and the second is strengthening economic resilience by harnessing the green and digital 
transitions. The main message from the Commission is that Member States should prioritise public spending on health 
and protecting jobs and businesses, by using the flexibility granted by the activation of the general escape clause of the 
Stability and Growth Pact. 

In the case of Ireland, the Commission recommends focusing investment on the green and digital transitions. In particular, 
it highlights the importance of investing in clean and efficient energy production, sustainable public transport, research, 
innovation and digital infrastructure. It argues that significant private and public investment will be required if Ireland is 
to improve its disappointing performance on tackling climate change. Healthcare and social housing are highlighted as 
two further areas for improvement. Ireland is also one of 11 Member States identified as needing to take further action to 
address aggressive tax planning and to broaden its tax base to avoid overreliance on a handful of multinationals. 

President von der Leyen upholds supremacy of EU law over German court case 

The Commission President, who is from Germany, has weighed into the debate over a recent ruling by Germany’s 
Constitutional Court, which calls into question the legality of the European Central Bank’s (ECB) bond buying programme 
and questions a previous ruling by the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU). A formal statement issued by 
President von der Leyen upholds three central principles of the EU’s legal order: the EU’s exclusive competence in the 
field of monetary policy, the primacy of EU law over national law, and the binding nature of CJEU rulings. One strongly-
worded sentence contends that “the final word on EU law is always spoken in Luxembourg. Nowhere else.”

It is not yet clear how the Commission will respond to the recent ruling, but all options are currently on the table, 
including the possibility of launching legal proceedings against Germany. The Financial Times rightly noted that the 
ruling represents both a legal and political challenge for the EU. Failing to respond to the ruling could damage the EU’s 
credibility and impartiality regarding the rule of law and could open the door to further legal challenges that could 
undermine the credibility of the euro. In contrast, launching infringement proceedings against Germany and its trusted 
court in Karlsruhe, could undermine German support for the EU. In response to the ruling, Chancellor Merkel, a former 
party and cabinet colleague of President von der Leyen during her time as German Defence Minister, said that she would 
do what was necessary to resolve the dispute and to ensure that the euro continues to function.

https://www.euractiv.com/section/energy-environment/news/eu-urges-national-governments-to-take-the-lead-on-green-state-aid/
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_20_901
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/2020-european-semester-csr-comm-recommendation-ireland_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/statement_20_846
https://www.ft.com/content/977cf9e3-ea3d-42aa-a58e-36dd2d334b0b
https://www.politico.eu/article/german-judges-take-ecb-fight-to-court-of-public-opinion/
https://www.politico.eu/article/german-judges-take-ecb-fight-to-court-of-public-opinion/
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Commission advances Green Deal Initiatives with Farm-to-Fork and Biodiversity Strategies

The Commission has presented two further initiatives under the rubric of the European Green Deal on 20 May 2020. The 
first is the long-awaited Farm-to-Fork Strategy, which aims to transform European food production and consumption, and 
make the EU a global leader in sustainable food production. It sets out a series of ambitious targets, including reducing 
the use of hazardous pesticides and chemicals by 50% by 2030, reducing the use of fertilisers by at least 20% by 2030, 
ensuring 25% of farmland is organic by 2030 and curbing the sale of antimicrobials for animals and aquaculture by 50%. 
Food security is highlighted as a further area of priority, particularly in light of the shortages that have emerged as a 
result of COVID-19. In relation to consumption, the strategy aims to help consumers to make smarter choices through the 
introduction of a new food labelling system and measures to tackle obesity. 

The strategy also contains a significant rural development element to ensure food producers are supported in the 
transition to climate neutrality and a more digitalised economy. This includes ensuring rural areas have access to fast 
broadband and opportunities for digital innovation. Farmers and fishermen will also be supported in adopting new green 
business models and they will be rewarded for their efforts to contribute to climate neutrality through new streams of 
funding under both the Common Agricultural Policy and Common Fisheries Policy. 

The second element is a Biodiversity Strategy for 2030, which aims to address the root causes of biodiversity loss in 
Europe and reverse man-made damage to ecosystems on land and at sea. The strategy is composed of new commitments 
and targets, measures to ensure better implementation and new governance mechanisms. It sets a target of ensuring 
at least 30% of Europe’s land and seas are protected areas by 2030 (currently 20%) and proposes a new EU Nature 
Restoration Plan that could include binding targets for repairing damaged natural habitats. To improve biodiversity 
governance, Member States would be required to integrate biodiversity considerations into national policies, including 
taxation policy.

The Commission emphasised that both strategies will play an important role in the EU’s recovery after the pandemic and 
in projecting the EU’s global environmental leadership. They will be subject to endorsement by the European Parliament 
and the Council before they become operational. 

Barnier voices frustration at slow pace of EU-UK negotiations on Brexit

The third round of negotiations between EU and UK negotiators on the future EU-UK relationship took place from 11-
15 May 2020. These took place after the UK shared its full negotiating texts with the EU negotiating team, these have 
now been made public for the first time. They include a draft free trade agreement, in addition to a series of sectoral 
agreements on issues such as fisheries, law enforcement, aviation and energy. According to EU Chief Negotiator, Michel 
Barnier, the positive results from the third round of negotiations were few and far between. These comments were echoed 
by UK Chief Negotiator, David Frost, who said that “very little progress” has been made to date. Discussions focused on 
trade in goods, transport, UK participation in future EU programmes and fisheries. 

Mr Barnier expressed real frustration at the lack of progress on complicated issues, such as the UK’s continued refusal to 
recognise the European Convention on Human Rights, its plans for lowering data protection standards and divergence 
over a common governance arrangement. Mr Barnier offered a particularly damning assessment of the UK’s failure to 
“engage in a real discussion” on the level playing field, a significant stumbling block. Mr Barnier quoted with dismay a 
statement from the UK Minister for the Cabinet Office, Michael Gove, that “the UK might renounce the objective of ‘zero 
tariffs, zero quotas’, in the hope of being freed from level playing field obligations.”

Mr Barnier warned that the next round of negotiations, which are due to begin on 1 June 2020, “must bring a new 
dynamism in order to avoid a stalemate”. A heated exchange of letters ensued between Mr Barnier and Mr Frost, with Mr 
Frost describing the EU’s current demands as being equivalent to “a relatively low-quality trade agreement coming with 

https://ec.europa.eu/info/strategy/priorities-2019-2024/european-green-deal/actions-being-taken-eu/farm-fork_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/communication-annex-eu-biodiversity-strategy-2030_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/agenda-third-round-uk-eu-future-relationship-negotiations-11-15-may-2020_en
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/our-approach-to-the-future-relationship-with-the-eu
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unprecedented EU oversight of our laws and institutions.”

In other news, the UK has published its approach to implementing the Protocol on Ireland/Northern Ireland under 
the Withdrawal Agreement. It reflects acceptance on the part of the UK Government that some form of checks will be 
required on goods entering Northern Ireland from the UK, despite repeated assertions from the UK Prime Minster and 
other UK officials that this would not be the case. While the UK paper argues that implementation of the Protocol will not 
involve new customs infrastructure, which has raised concern in Irish and EU circles, it does accept that it would entail 
“some new administrative process for traders, notably new electronic import declaration requirements, and safety and 
security information” and that existing infrastructure for animal and food checks will have to be reinforced.  

Separately, the Commission has launched infringement proceedings against the UK for failing to respect EU rules on 
the freedom of movement of EU citizens and their family members, which it is obliged to respect until the end of the 
transition period on 31 December 2020. 

Warning over pace and process of EU trade policy 

A group of nine former Commission officials have issued a warning to the Commission President about the weaknesses 
of the EU’s trade policy and the potential of COVID-19 to exacerbate these. The signatories include John Bruton, former 
Taoiseach, Mogens Peter Carl, former Director General at DG Trade, Riccardo Perissich, former Director General for 
Industry and Karl Falkenberg, former Director General at DG ENVI. They argue that the EU’s trade policy is too slow and 
“excessively legalistic”, and that this has resulted in an unequal trade relationship between the EU and its competitors, 
particularly China. These trade asymmetries pose a risk for EU industries, but also more broadly for Europe’s economic 
future, the longevity of its social model, employment and the EU’s climate ambitions. 

The authors make the case for greater EU self-sufficiency in relation to the production of medicines and medical 
equipment, which they argue should be regarded by decision makers as “an activity essential to our security.” They also 
advocate the shortening of EU anti-dumping and anti-subsidy procedures.  More broadly, they contend that EU trade 
policy decisions should no longer be based on a binary decision between free trade or protectionism. Rather, the EU 
should pursue a pragmatic approach and “remain an open continent, but also a continent with open eyes, ready to defend 
its interests and its future”.

New expert group launched to future-proof EU legislation and reduce red tape 

On 11 May 2020, the Commission launched the Fit for Future Platform (F4F), a high-level expert group with a mandate 
to reduce unnecessary administrative burdens and future-proof EU legislation. The platform will host representatives 
from government (local, regional and national levels) and stakeholders, and will provide advice to the Commission on 
simplifying EU legislation and evaluating whether laws are fit for purpose in view of emerging trends such as digitalisation, 
with a particular emphasis on  reducing burdens for SMEs. The Commission is currently inviting applications for experts 
to form part of the stakeholder group. The F4F Platform falls under the remit of Commission Vice-President for Inter-
Institutional Relations and Foresight, Maroš Šefčovič. 

Developments in the Council 
France and Germany attempt to build bridge of compromise on recovery fund

In an attempt to forge a compromise on the scale and scope of the EU’s fiscal response to COVID-19, France and 
Germany have presented a joint proposal for a €500 billion recovery fund. The proposal, which represents an important 
rapprochement between the two countries, was presented by French President Emmanuel Macron and German 
Chancellor Angela Merkel on 18 May 2020. The proposed fund is equivalent to just over 3% of EU27 GDP. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-uks-approach-to-the-northern-ireland-protocol
https://www.politico.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/LetterVDL12052020EN.pdf
https://www.bundesregierung.de/resource/blob/975226/1753772/414a4b5a1ca91d4f7146eeb2b39ee72b/2020-05-18-deutsch-franzoesischer-erklaerung-eng-data.pdf?download=1
https://www.ft.com/content/22f0ab8b-0884-4fb0-a5be-d99193d236bf
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The Franco-German initiative builds on many of the ideas already put forward by the European Commission. The fund 
would supplement a front-loaded MFF and allow for greater headroom in the budget. This would enable the Commission 
to borrow on capital markets on a much larger scale than ever before. The thematic focus of the fund would be on 
combatting the challenges of the pandemic and its aftermath, and increasing investment in the green and digital 
transitions, research and innovation. It would be time-limited and would be subject to a binding repayment plan outside 
of the EU budget. 

In an interesting development from the German perspective, the fund would operate on the basis of grants for the most 
affected sectors and regions, rather than loans, despite Chancellor Merkel’s traditional reticence about the mutualisation 
of debt. The issuance of grants would however require “a clear commitment of Member States to follow sound economic 
policies and an ambitious reform agenda”. There is also an implication that taxation could come under the spotlight, with 
a commitment made to improving the framework of fair taxation in the EU through the introduction of effective minimum 
taxation and the fair taxation of the digital economy. During a video press conference, Chancellor Merkel argued that the 
scale of the proposed fund was appropriate given the scale of the challenge facing the EU at present, which she described 
as the “gravest crisis in its history”.  

The proposed recovery fund would supplement measures already agreed by the Eurogroup, including the issuance of loans 
under the ESM, known as Pandemic Crisis Support Instrument, worth €240 billion (which has now become operational), 
the SURE initiative for short-term employment schemes worth €100 billion (which has been agreed at political level 
and is expected to become law in the coming days) and EIB loans for affected companies worth €200 billion, under the 
COVID-19 Pan-European Guarentee Fund. 

Ultimately, agreement on any recovery fund will require unanimous approval by all Member States in the European 
Council and the consent of the European Parliament. Preparations are already said to be underway for the convocation 
of a European Council summit for this purpose. However, the Franco-German proposal has inspired optimism that a 
compromise can be forged between those Member States that favour a grant-based fiscal response to the pandemic and 
those that are strongly opposed to the mutualisation of debt. According to some commentators, it could also pave the 
way for deeper financial and political integration in the EU. 

The proposal was put to EU Finance Ministers on 19 May 2020. It was well received by Spain and Italy, with the caveat 
that they consider it to be only a “first” step. In contrast, the Netherlands, Austria, and Denmark remain unconvinced 
about the prospect of borrowing to finance grants, while their traditionally frugal counterpart Sweden said it would 
delay its judgement on the Franco-German scheme until the Commission presents its proposal on 27 May 2020. The 
Austrian Chancellor, Sebastian Kurz, maintains that “it is possible to boost the European economy and still avoid a 
communitarisation of debt.”

It also remains to be seen how far the Franco-German ideas will influence the Commission’s proposed recovery package, 
expected on 27 May 2020. President von der Leyen said the proposal acknowledges the “size of the economic challenge 
that Europe faces, and rightly puts the emphasis on the need to work on a solution with the European budget at its core. 
This goes in the same direction as the proposals we are working on.” Nevertheless, some in the Commission could view 
the proposal as an unwelcome incursion into the Commission’s right of initiative. 

France and Germany present further reform initiatives

The Franco-German recovery proposals also go beyond economics and include initiatives for EU reform in other areas 
such as healthcare and competition policy. In the healthcare space, France and Germany make the case for European 
strategic health sovereignty.  This could be facilitated by strengthening the EU’s research and development capacities 
and the production of medicines and medical products. Common strategic stockpiles should also be encouraged as well 

https://www.politico.eu/newsletter/brussels-playbook/politico-brussels-playbook-survival-of-the-richest-you-cant-please-em-all-saint-sebastian/
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as future joint procurement initiatives. The creation of an EU Health Task Force within the European Centre for Disease 
Prevention and Control is floated, with a mandate of preventing and reacting to future epidemics. 

France and Germany also continue to make the case for a more assertive EU industrial policy. They argue that the 
new industrial strategy put forward by the Commission in March 2020 should be adapted in view of Europe’s recovery 
needs. They emphasise the need to modernise EU competition policy and accelerate the adaptation of State aid and 
competition rules. In a separate statement, Chancellor Merkel said that the EU should think “about how to create 
European champions” - a term not currently used in the Commission’s industrial strategy. The Chancellor added: “If we 
want technological sovereignty, we’ll have to adapt our competition law, which has perhaps been too much focused 
solely on the consumer and not enough on defending European champions.” These statements demonstrate that France 
and Germany do not believe that the Commission’s new industrial strategy goes far enough to help European companies 
to compete effectively on the global stage. 

These proposals have added further weight to recent comments made by Chancellor Merkel regarding the need for the 
EU to move towards a genuine political union. It will be interesting to see how these ideas are brought forward under the 
German Presidency of the Council of the EU, which is expected to present its priorities to the European Parliament on 27 
May 2020. 

President Michel senses “increased conviction” about Europe’s strategic autonomy

In an address to the European Parliament on 13 May 2020, the President of the European Council, Charles Michel, 
spoke about the growing support for the concept of European strategic autonomy among the members of the European 
Council. The President stated that he has “sensed an increasingly shared conviction at this European Council of the need 
to draw lessons from the past and to restore Europe’s production capacities.” He added that this could include bringing 
back the ‘made in Europe’ label and should go hand in hand with attempts to strengthen the Single Market and pursue 
deeper integration. The pandemic has put the concept of European strategic autonomy centre stage, particularly in the 
healthcare space. Ireland is cautious about the use of this term, amidst concerns that it could lead to a more protectionist 
trade and investment policy. 

Developments in the European Parliament 
President Sassoli: EU needs a more proactive health policy

President Sassoli has added his support for closer cooperation on healthcare in the EU. During the opening session of the 
plenary on 13 May 2020, President Sassoli voiced support for a more proactive EU health policy, based on the values of 
resilience, accessibility and solidarity. The Parliament has previously backed the creation of a European Health Response 
Mechanism to better respond to future health crises at EU level, which has been interpreted as a move towards a common 
European Health policy. 

MEPs demand €2 trillion recovery package in resolution 

A plenary session of the European Parliament took place from 13-16 May 2020. During this session, MEPs sent a clear 
message to the other EU institutions about their position on the new MFF and the proposed recovery package in a 
resolution adopted on 15 May 2020. This complements a previous resolution adopted by MEPs in April, which advocated 
a massive recovery and reconstruction package. 

In this latest resolution, the Parliament is calling for an increased MFF that is “ambitious and future-oriented” and has 
threatened to use its veto powers to block any proposal that does not respect its demands. The resolution reiterates the 
Parliament’s support for the creation of new own resources to avoid higher Member State contributions to an enlarged 
budget. A common consolidated corporate tax base, digital services tax, financial transaction tax and carbon border 

https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/fs_20_425
https://www.politico.eu/article/macron-and-merkel-defy-brussels-with-push-for-industrial-champions/?utm_source=RSS_Feed&utm_medium=RSS&utm_campaign=RSS_Syndication
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/document/TA-9-2020-0124_EN.html
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adjustment mechanism are all floated as potential options in this regard. 

The centrepiece of the resolution is the demand for an additional recovery and transformation fund worth €2 trillion, which 
“must be added to the long-term EU budget, not serve as an argument to reduce it.” The Parliament contends that this fund 
should operate on the “basis of long-dated recovery bonds” and be distributed mostly in the form of grants. MEPs stress the 
importance of these funds being channelled through EU programmes to ensure that the Parliament can exercise its powers 
of oversight. The fund should be used to tackle the deep and long-lasting impact of the current crisis but should also play a 
transformative role in shifting the European economy towards a greener and more digital model, and achieving European 
sovereignty in strategic sectors. 

The parliamentary resolution makes the case for the recovery to have a strong social dimension, in line with the objectives of 
the European Pillar of Social Rights, the UN SDGs and gender equality considerations. It also points to the urgency of reaching 
agreement on the recovery fund and the next MFF for 2021-27 as soon as possible to avoid a recession.

MEPs from many political groups reacted positively to the Franco-German proposal for a recovery fund, which they view as a 
step in the right direction as it is based on the principles of common debt issuance and leaves the door open to introducing a 
new system of own resources.

In parallel, MEPs adopted a legislative resolution requesting the Commission to submit a proposal for an MFF contingency 
plan by 15 June 2020. This would ensure that funding continues for programmes that are due to expire at the end of 2020, such 
as cohesion funding and the Erasmus programme, if the MFF is not operational by 1 January 2021. It would also allow funding 
to be temporarily re-focused on addressing the effects of COVID-19. The contingency plan would operate on the basis of the 
lifting or extension of the time limits of MFF programmes and, in some cases, a technical prolongation of the 2020 budget. 
The Commission President previously pledged to introduce a legislative act in response to a legislative request approved by a 
majority of MEPs.

Infringement procedures should begin against Hungary 

The European Parliament has further voiced its concerns about the situation regarding the rule of law in Hungary. During 
a debate with Commission Vice-President Věra Jourová on 14 May 2020, several MEPs urged the Commission to open 
infringement procedures against Hungary in relation to the emergency measures put in place by Prime Minister Orbán, which 
they argue are incompatible with European democracy and values. They levelled criticism towards the Council for failing to 
act on the Article 7 procedure in relation to Hungary, which the Parliament initiated in 2018. Some MEPs went one step further 
and asked for payments to Hungary under the MFF and any future recovery plan to be suspended until the situation is rectified.

What to look out for over the coming weeks 

26 May 2020: EU Ministers for European Affairs will meet virtually in the General Affairs Council. An agenda has 
yet to be circulated for this meeting. 
26 May 2020: Commissioner for the Economy, Paolo Gentiloni, will participate in an online conference on the 
EU, COVID-19 and the Future of Financial Services with the Institute of International Finance. 
27 May 2020: President von der Leyen will present the Commission’s proposal for a recovery package closely 
linked to the MFF to the European Parliament which will meet for a mini-plenary.
29 May 2020: An informal video conference of EU Foreign Affairs Ministers will take place, alongside a meeting 
of the EU Ministers responsible for Research and Space. 

This is part of the Future of the EU27 Project, supported by the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade.


